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Introduction: 

ft’work’s interest in this issue relates to the social impact of the temporary use of vacant sites for 
housing. There are three elements to this:
- the extent to which it can help to address London’s urgent need for temporary accommodation
- the impact on the existing community where the temporary housing is to be located
- the potential of meanwhile use, by creating activity in an otherwise underused space, to change 
the perception of a place and to help drive positive regeneration

The presence of Policy H4 in the Plan is an acknowledgement that meanwhile use as housing has a 
role to play in addressing the housing crisis. As explained in Centre for London’s research, 
‘Meanwhile, in London: Making use of London’s empty spaces’ (Oct 2018), there is huge untapped 
potential – 2,700 hectares of land with planning permission, but where construction has yet to start. 
However it is early days, with only a small handful of temporary housing schemes completed. 
Although London’s Meanwhile Use sector in general is blossoming, much of it is for commercial use, 
led by a profusion of small operators, and meanwhile housing is generally in the form of repurposing 
existing buildings. Besides a lack of larger operators, planning and licensing systems are complex 
and there is no formal basis yet on which to build trust between landlord and occupier.

The research concludes that meanwhile use offers value to the city, and to developers and 
landowners: by offering the flexibility for spaces to evolve, new uses to emerge and perceptions of 
places to change; by opening up the development process, allowing for experimentation, and 
offering opportunities for forms of collaboration.

It the meantime the use of precision manufacturing in addressing the housing shortage is being 
explored. ADD2206 Precision Manufactured Housing in London (March 2018) confirmed the 
decision to ‘develop a common framework for delivering precision manufactured homes at scale 
in London’, and to accelerate the process of standardisation to reduce costs. Further research into 
PMH is underway, with a view to developing a design code. The Centre for London research also 
identifies hurdles preventing more meanwhile use, including landowners overestimating the risks 
and undervaluing the benefits of giving over a site to meanwhile use. They recommend the Mayor 
of London lead the growth of meanwhile use through competitions, guidance, investment and use 
of Greater London Authority (GLA) Group land. While the Government should provide stronger 
incentives through tax and regulatory systems for community use of “stuck space” and underused 
space.

Exemplar scheme:

We have included an exemplar, since the potential of meanwhile use as housing depends on quality 
and its ability to address local needs. It is absolutely essential to learn from hood practice. We have 
talked in detail to the designers to understand the process, the drawbacks and any benefits.

In research and development for 15 years, Place/Ladywell (Rogers Stirk Harbour for Lewisham June 
2016) was created as a re-deployable development which will initially remain on site for four years, 
then be relocated within the borough. Located on the Hight Street, it consists of 24 units in 4 sto-
reys, for local homeless families, it is also intended to work as a catalyst for future regeneration. 
Using volumetric, factory construction, the units are made from standard timber components. The 
advantage of this is quality control, minimal waste and time efficiency. The project was completed 
on site in 6 months. 

ft’work’s interest is in the flexibility of such a scheme to resolve a variety of local housing issues, 
while also matching the design and build quality of permanent homes. This scheme in particular 
should not be viewed as ‘temporary’ just because it is on a meanwhile use site. The key elements 
are that:
- it is adaptable (storeys can be added, units reconfigured)



- it is for permanent use, simply moveable to other sites, with a design life up to 60 years
- it sees sites as ‘delivery points’, designed to require minimal site works, thus greatly reducing site 
time, and to grow exponentially
- from design to delivery is designed as a one-stop shop
- it required only a small client team, with the design team involved throughout (and demonstrated 
the ability of the borough and the designers to work in partnership to devise both social and design 
solutions)
- it exceeds London Space Standards and is thermally and acoustically very efficient 
- it matches the amenities and services of permanent homes, including balconies and lifts 
- the cost per unit was £156,000, with a payback period of 8 years (total cost £4.8m)

Importantly it also brings social benefits:
- it can be built locally (and so potentially local skills training)
- it is ‘tenure blind’
- it is intended to create local activity on the high street
- it addresses the need for a mix of uses and social infrastructure, with a café, communal facilities, 
affordable workspace and a community retail unit for local people to sell handmade crafts

The Panel’s questions:  

M23: Q. Would Policy H4 provide a justified and effective approach to encouraging meanwhile uses 
of sites for housing? 

Not as it stands. 

H4 encourages boroughs to recognise the potential for vacant sites to be used for meanwhile 
housing, particularly in the form of precision-manufactured homes. However it does not provide a 
policy framework for meanwhile use, it does not acknowledge the sorts of concerns raised by the 
Centre for London’s research and it does not address the question of social impact. 

It is this last point that concerns ft’work. The key questions that are missing here are: who would this 
housing be for? And who would such temporary development be benefitting? Unless these can be 
answered clearly and consistently, the social context has not been given sufficient thought. 

Continuity and a sense of security help to maintain successful communities, while transient 
populations and loss of cohesion are features of failing ones. For instance, the use of vacant homes 
for temporary emergency housing, on existing estates undergoing redevelopment, has been known 
to cause serious tensions. Equally, it could be said that temporary housing is a necessary evil, a 
stopgap, and does not constitute sustainable development. For families to be required to move 
again, after a  short period, is destabilising both for the people involved and for the community. If, 
on the other hand, the housing is being used as a stepping-stone, between tenures, or those 
being temporarily housed were earmarked for rehousing in the planned permanent development, 
the social impact could be more carefully managed. This simply indicates that clear parameters must 
be put in place. 

In our opinion the key to the social success of meanwhile housing is foresight, in the form of careful 
planning, early evaluation (to identify sites where temporary development will not have a 
detrimental impact) and engagement with local stakeholders, including the adjacent community (to 
minimise the likelihood of tensions).

Q. a) Would it make an effective contribution to meeting the London wide housing need? 

Yes.



There is an urgent need for temporary housing in most London boroughs and plenty of vacant land 
awaiting development. Meanwhile housing schemes can play a small but important part in 
meeting housing need, much in the way that prefabricated homes were an essential post-war 
response. The potential for cost and time savings, efficiencies and economies of scale, 
precision-manufacture and off-site construction, and for schemes to be dismantled, reconfigured 
and used repeatedly, is of great value, but only if such housing is being used to address a clearly 
identified need, within a long-term plan.

ft’work believes such vacant sites should be treated as a resource available to local communities, 
not simply an opportunity for landowners and developers to make additional short-term profits. 
A social pact – a trade-off for the added value development land gains while sites are empty. This 
could be a condition of planning consent.

We can see the potential of such projects to be in the hands of Housing Associations, both as 
developer and housing manager, where they can contribute to their core aim of investing in 
communities and providing social value. 

ft’work believes there should be a requirement to measure the social impact of meanwhile schemes. 
This will be invaluable in realising the full potential of their use, over time, and in reducing any likely 
negative impact.

As stated in the Introduction and demonstrated by PLACE/Ladywell, such schemes can bring great 
practical, economic and social advantages, but only if they are subject to throurough consultation, 
a good client/developer/designer relationship, a very high level of quality control and a thorough 
process of scrutiny.

However, learning from this exemplar, there are two further things that would assist the practicality 
of the process:
- to find a way to truncate the planning process to minimise fee outlay and therefore to improve 
viability and reduce risk. This would not be about avoiding public consultation but looking to 
shorten timescale and reduce bureaucracy. For example allowing construction based on an outline 
permission with general massing and figures. 
- The second point would relate to the statutory authorities’ timescales by allowing the application 
for connections at the earliest opportunity; even before permissions are granted.

We believe both point should be added to the policy.

Q. Would it be likely to impact on the provision of permanent homes? 

Not in our opinion (please refer to our Introdunction)

Housing need is such that all forms of innovation, particularly in low-cost housing, is to be 
encouraged. This applies to land-use, procurement and construction. It is likely that advances in 
precision-manufacture, modular and off-site assembly – wherever it is achieved – will make a 
considerable contribution to the future delivery of permanent homes.   

Q. How would it ensure the provision of homes that provide good living conditions for occupiers?

As currently written H10 would not adequately ensure quality

The policy needs be rewritten, having considered the lessons learnt from the few existing examples. 
It is for this reason that we have included PLACE/Ladywell as an the exemplar (see our 
Introduction)



Q. b) Would it provide an effective and justified strategic framework for the preparation of local 
plans and neighbourhood plans in relation to this matter?

In its current form H4 is too sketchy to provide an effective and justified strategic framework. ft’work 
believes meanwhile housing would be of interest in the preparation of NPs, if it was seen as a 
resource to benefit the community, rather than a money-making exercise. We can imagine strong 
opposition to hurriedly-conceived and/or poorly designed, temporary homes, providing emergency 
housing for ‘outsiders’, with no local consultation.

Full engagement with local community from the earliest stage is therefore a pre-requisite for 
success.


